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PZJ/0366/08

Warsaw, the 6th of February, 2008

To the National Federations of World Cup European Central League
Re.: World Cup European Central League Final CSI-W 14 – 16.03.2008, Warsaw.

Dear All,
We are enclosing the Schedule of CSI-W Warsaw explaining the matter of invitations
to the World Cup European Central League (the problem consulted with the FEI
Jumping Department Director, Capt. John P. Roche).
The top 10 riders from the North League and the top 10 riders from the South
League are entitled to compete to qualify for the Final in Goteborg (in two
semifinal and a Final competitions in Warsaw). Moreover, they may start in
the competitions of small and big rounds of CSI with 2 additional horses.
The riders from the 11 – 15 places of both subleagues (after the last qualifier
CSI-W Gomel, 29.02-02.03.2008) are invited to compete in these competitions
too. They can come with two horses, one for competing in CSI-W and the
second in CSI (small or big round).
If the rider of the top 10 resigns of competing in Warsaw there is no
substitution by the next (for example the eleventh one) in competing for
qualifying to Goteborg points. However, the 16th one or the next is invited to
Warsaw.
Be so kind and inform us about your qualified riders’ plans of competing in Warsaw
Final and all the others who would like to compete in Warsaw (the riders names).
We warmly invite the riders of the NFs (one of each) which do not have the
representatives entitled to the Final competitions. They will be able to compete in
CSI. We would like to see in Warsaw the representatives of all countries of the
European Central League.
If you have any other questions do not hesitate to contact our Federation or the
Organizing Committee.
I am looking forward to hearing from you,
With Kind Regards,
Marcin Szczypiorski
President
Polish Equestrian Federation

